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BK-change to hr / payroll, sub phone-additional charge 

We will have a new payroll system, which BKDV is essentially mandating that we use.  It 
will be fully automated, and they will train us this summer.  One nice feature is that it will have 
automatic sub contacts-staff will have to digitally enter their time off request, and the software 
will seek the appropriate subs.  There will be an additional charge that has yet to be disclosed. 
 
Restorative Practice 

I have a phone conference set up with a trainer that Drew has worked with and 
recommends.  Drew was asked to administer the process for a small group of staff members 
that had become unable to communicate with each other-resolution was reached through the 
process.  Seems like it would be a good tool for the staff as a whole. 

 
Archery 

We had a successful archery club.  The Deer Hunters Association pledged $1000 to our 
group to update some equipment. The bows all need new strings, one had a bent cam axle, 
new arrows, etc.  We had 2 archers win medals at the Ridgeway tournament. 
 
Case Statement work 

We had the focus group set for tomorrow, but it had to be postponed-will work to 
reschedule as circum 
 
Authorizer information 

No updates to share at this time-the application has been filed by WAPS. 
 
Cancelled events 

Cookie recital, read a thon, erdkinder immersion, Young writers conference?, BKS 5K? 
 
Parent conferences 

These will be changed-we are working on the details now.  The current thought is to offer 
more of a third quarter progress report, and offer digital conferences with parents that request 
them. 
 
Tech/requirements 

Ordered 15 new chromebooks.  They will be needed. I am also working with WSU to 
track down a tech worker-they have laid a few off I understand to come and do what we need 
right now. 
 
Covid 19 

See attached guidance doc and Q and A.  Will project our agenda/work list on the 
overhead.  Emergency worker child care started today (ages 12 and under including pre-k), as 



did the nutrition program-all students 18 and under.  MDE vs. DHS - this will cost us a chunk of 
money-MDE stated very bluntly that the pre-k program may not run right now.  The Governor 
stated that child care facilities should try to remain open-our prek is classified as a Certified, 
License exempt care site.  Therefore, we essentially suspended the pre-k program.  Families 
were given the choice to continue payments and receive distance learning or suspend 
payments until regular school resumes.  Either way, we guaranteed their spots.  If school is 
suspended for the remainder of the academic year, we could lose up to $40K.  I included 
Senator Miller into the email thread.  
 
 


